
Title: Robot Gourmet Chef at Home for Everyone  
 
Abstract: Good food is vital to our mental and physical health. A gourmet chef can prepare food 
healthily, boosting its flavor to encourage consuming more vegetables, reduce sodium and fat 
intake, and cut calories; however, not everyone can master the art of cooking or afford a gourmet 
chef. Can robots obtain a gourmet chef's cooking knowledge and capabilities to serve us quality 
food at home every day? 
 
In this talk, I will first introduce how to use the functional object-oriented network (FOON) to 
guide robots to perform various long-horizon cooking tasks. Then, I will present our new motion 
generator that can learn common cooking-manipulation skills such as accurately pouring liquid 
and solids and mixing different ingredients. In the end, I will show our latest work on developing 
novel multi-object-grasping approaches for robots to reach human-level efficiency. 
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